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Digitalizing the Photovoltaic Industry



Immediate benefits

Unique patented HW technology that measure the IV curve of each PV 
module remotely for solar photovoltaic (PV) plants to simplify O&M and 
improve Business decisions.

Production increase up 
to 12% 

Up to 70% cost 
reduction

Remote diagnosis 
of 100% of the 
plant

Immediately and in 
real-time

Without interrupting 
production

Reducing risks

100% detection of issues in real-time with the most accurate data of each of the 
modules and their possible efficiency problems.

Nowadays, the maintenance of a plant is done primarily manually or
through indirect monitoring (eg, drones) which is inefficient and
potentially dangerous.

The future is DIGITAL

Analog

Digital CleverDx

Manual checks imply labor risks (electrical and thermal shock and
falls), it’s also time consuming and expensive, therefore, usually only
5% of the installation is reviewed periodically twice a year.

We are a DIAGNOSTIC PLATFORM: We KNOW EXACTLY what is happening TODAY, 
current performance is NOT an estimation for us.

Photovoltaics 4.0: Intelligent Digital Twin solution for full diagnosis of a 
PV plant at PV module level in just 3clicks.

Monitoring platforms are growing players in the market but only
summarizes the production information delivering insufficient data for
diagnosis: just an estimation that should be complemented with Manual
procedures.

We Diagnose thru IV Curves at PV module level: the most accurate data
for PREDICTIVE and PREVENTIVE maintenance and, the best foundation
for a true PV Power Plant Digital Twin.

We are NOT a Monitoring Platform

With Clever know WHERE, WHAT and HOW remotely and in real-time.



Our patented small plug-n-play device that is placed behind each
module that sends automatically to the cloud the diagnosis
information and Artificial Intelligence and Deep learning make the
work for you. It shows on simple graphics where and how the panels
are and what is the issue.

Our solution: Clever Dx

And of course, optimizing energy production by making efficient use of the solar plant, 
which translates in savings in CO2 emissions.

IV curves detail:

Fleet management: Reports:

Accurate data AI
Deep Learning

Patented HW

CLOUD COMPUTING 
SCADA

Simplified and comprehensive information, reports, alarms and maps for you know
exactly WHAT is going on and the most important WHERE EXACTLY are the problems in
the installation:

Not only we know WHICH panels have 
issues, but we tell you 

WHAT is the issue of each PV module 
with our unique Algorithm.

Our Compromise
We contribute to 6 Sustainable Development Goals, helping improving operator’s day to 
day, creating a more efficient energy system for everybody by digitalizing the PV 
industry, thru innovation and contributing reach the goals of Horizon 2030-50.

Type of issue:

We provide a VALID, POSITIVE and SIGNIFICANT IMPACT validade by the
Impact Forecast Organization.



Jump to the Future: Measure it to Improve it!

Better business decisions

Boost your efficiency

Cutting edge technology

Best Accurate data

More about Us

Find more details in our website:

Our partners and accomplishments:

The operating temperature of the device is up to + 100o C

A ground connection is mandatory.

Make sure to use the correct polarity when connecting the device.
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